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Abstract. This paper exploits the use of Material Point Method (MPM)
for graphical animation of elastoplastic materials and fracture. Previous
partial derivative based MPM studies face challenges of underlying instability issues of particle distribution and the complexity of modeling
discontinuities. This paper incorporates the state-based peridynamics
structure with the MPM to alleviate these problems, which outweighs
differential-based methods in both accuracy and stability. The deviatoric
flow theory and a simple yield function are incorporated to animate plasticity. To model viscoelastic material, the constitutive model is developed
with the linearized peridynamics theory which regards the current configuration as equilibrated and is only influenced by current incremental
deformation. The peridynamics theory doesn’t involve the deformation
gradient, thus it is straightforward to handle the problem of cracking in
our hybrid framework. To ease the implementation of the fracture divergence under MPM, two time integration methods are adopted to update
the crack interface and continuous parts separately. Our work can create
a wide range of material phenomenon including elasticity, plasticity, viscoelasticity and fracture. Our framework provides an attractive method
for producing a variety of elastoplastic materials and fracture with visual
realism and high stability.
Keywords: Material Point Method · Peridynamics · Elastoplastic modeling · Computer Animation.
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Introduction

Physically-based modeling of elastoplastic material has been an active research
topic for many years in computer graphics, particularly for its appealing application in visual effects industry. Scenes involving elastoplastic deformation are
?
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very common and varied, for example, clothes moving with wind, rubber toys
bouncing on the floor, flowing honey, or the broken plastic board. In order to
model such realistic behaviors under different circumstances, the robust simulation method needs to be capable of handling complex topological changes and
various contact responses, such as collision and cohesion. To find the simulation method that can naturally model elastoplastic material along with complex
topological changes is the current focus of the field.
Meshless simulation methods are powerful in dealing with complicated topological changes since it does not require high quality mesh and efforts to overcome
the issues from severe mesh distortion. The MPM [29][30] is an extension of the
particle-in-cell (PIC) method. It combines the Eulerian Cartesian grids and Lagrangian particles: a continuum body is discretized into a set of particles, also
referred to as material points that are free to move on top of the background
Eulerian grid [16]. The grid uses partial derivatives of particles’ displacement to
solve the governing equations. The MPM can naturally process material point
distribution and self-collisions. It also has been proved to be especially suitable
for animating materials that undergo large deformations [11]. Despite its physical realism and geometrical convenience, the traditional MPM solver has several
disadvantages: 1) Due to the governing equation based on spatial derivatives of
displacements, the results are sensitive to the underlying particle distribution [7].
Also it has difficulty in solving singularity along discontinuities. 2) To observe
boundary details, MPM has to maintain a fine resolution grid which brings high
computational costs for particle-grid transfer, particularly throughout the whole
simulation domain. While researchers have extensively studied refining regions of
particular interest by using an adaptive grid [5], the ability to simulate detailed
discontinuities dynamics, such as crack propagation, is still limited.
Recently, peridynamics has gained its popularity in meshless simulation for
discontinuous deformation, originally proposed by Silling [20]. Peridynamics theory defines that a point in a continuum interacts directly with other points separated from it within a finite distance. The advantage of the peridynamics is that
its way of treating the discontinuous parts, which may appear in the continuum
body as a result of the strain or stress, is exactly the same as continuous part.
The linear peridynamics treats the deformation more generally by processing the
small deformation based on the referenced configuration, which provides some
possibilities to simulate the materials with both solid and fluid properties. Due
to its particle-based nature, peridynamics needs the additional efforts to handle
complex physical contacts. Furthermore, the peridynamics originates from the
solid mechanics, focusing on mechanical experiments. Currently there are only a
few mature models and experiments in continuum mechanics being adopted by
peridynamics methods for animating elastoplastic material [34].
A preliminary version of this work has been reported which created the innovative MPM with peridynamics truss particle structure for modeling several
kinds of elastoplastic objects [15]. This work continues to investigate the concept
of integrating the deformation displacement and simulation the response, while
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introducing the linearized peridynamics theory to create more general effects,
such as viscoelastic solids and fluids. We present four main contributions:
Elasticity We equip material point with virtual bonds and family points.
The elastic energy density function is redefined in an integral way with this truss
structure. Varied stiffness of elastic materials can be simulated with high realism
and stability.
Plasticity The virtual bond structure makes our model trivial to model
plastic behaviors. We use a novel method to extract plasticity from the deviatoric
part of constitutive model and accumulate plastic increment permanently at
particle-grid transfer step.
Viscoelasticity We incorporate a general peridynamics model to process the
dynamics of viscoelastic materials using the modulus state. The force density is
determined by the incremental deformation of bonds in the horizon which is
suitable for the situation undergoing large deformation.
Fracture We handle crack definition and propagation through deactivating
the virtual bonds. The fracture criterion of each bond involves the deformation
status of the connected material points and the grid cell it stays. We update
fracture surfaces and fracture inner parts in different time integration methods.
Our method avoids the difficulty of duplicating grids and large computation cost
brought by multiple particle-grid transfer processes.
After discussing related work in Section 2, we outline the methodology and
explain the hybrid particle-grid structure in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
constitutive model for modeling elastoplastic material in details. The governing
equation and the constitutive model of viscoelastic materials are explained in
Section 5. Crack definition and propagation are discussed in Section 6. Experimental examples for evaluating our method and discussion of results are given
in Section 7. In Section 7 we conclude the method and explain our future work.

2

Related Work

Elastoplastic modeling Terzopoulos and Fleischer [32][33] pioneered the elastic and plastic simulation methods in computer graphics. O’Brien and colleagues
[17] incorporated the finite element method (FEM) with multiplicative plasticity
model and obtained realistic motion for a much wider range of materials. Later,
Gerszewski et al. [6] adopted the deformation gradient for animating elastic behaviors based on point method. Levin [12] rediscretized elasticity on a Eulerian
grid, which is similar to MPM grid. Based on previous hybrid grids and particle
modeling methods, Stomakhin [27] incorporated energetically consistent invertible elasticity models into MPM for modeling snow, varying phase effects. Daniel
and his colleagues [18] avoided computating the SVD in Stomakhin’s work and
used semi-implicit MPM discretization of viscoelasticity allowing for high spatial
resolution simulations. They achieved a wide range of viscoelastic, complex fluid
effects. Recently, Chen [4] presented a novel elastoplastic constitutive model to
handle brittle fracture and ductile fracture in the peridynamics-based framework. At the same time, many researchers focused on developing the real time
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and haptic simulator for the elastic materials, such as garments. For example,
Salsedo et al. [19] designed the HAPTEX system using dynamically variable spatial resolution to reduce the computational burden during rendering the fabrics,
which Bottcher [1][2] extended by implementing separated computation threads
for different simulation scales.
Material Point Method MPM is a hybrid grid-particle method using the
Cartesian grid to resolve topology changes, treat self-collisions and fracture naturally. It tracked mass, momentum dynamics and particle deformation through
combining the Lagrangian theory without the inherent need for Lagrangian mesh
connectivity, devised by Sulsky [29][30] for engineering applications. Stomakhin
et al. [27] introduced MPM into computer graphics. They tracked the deformation gradient on particles and transformed the deformation back to grid nodes.
This work obtained a wide variety of snow phenomenon. Later, Jiang and his
colleagues proved that MPM is a useful method for granular materials by animating sand [10]. Based on previous work of granular materials, Tampubolon
extended the MPM to simulate multi-phase behaviors through using multiple
grids, such as porous sand and water interactions [31]. A majority of elastoplastic MPM works for computer graphics [9][28] focus on resolving intensive collision
scenarios on the surface or the curve with millions degrees of freedom. Unlike
above studies, our method incorporates the integral-based constitutive model to
replace the typical partial derivative based model. This helps us alleviate the instability and difficulty issues from particle distribution of arbitrary elastoplastic
deformation. For MPM, the final resolution highly depends on the grid resolution which means high quality simulation results in increased computation. This
is remedied by our particle truss construction and the bond structure. With virtual bonds, the constitutive model can demonstrate detailed topological changes
smaller than the grid cell.
Peridynamics The peridynamics is an extension of solid mechanics method
in which points in a continuum interact with nearby points. Different from
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), peridynamics is a non-local method.
Instead of using spatial differential formulations, it uses spatial integral equations as the governing equations. Silling proposed the peridynamics theory [20]
for efficiently and uniformly solving problems involving both continuities and
discontinuities [24][4][7]. Its application sparked the engineering applications,
such as multiscale material modeling [25] and crack dynamics [23]. Levine [13]
introduced the peridynamics theory to computer graphics. He revisited brittle
fracture studies by characterizing peridynamics as spring-mass systems with two
specific parameters, strain metric and interaction horizon. Silling [21] proposes
the linear version of peridynamics theory to simulate more general materials,
such as linear fluid and viscoelastic objects. This method provided the possibility of multi-scale application using peridynamics [22]. Currently, most research
[4][7] is focused on how to reformulate elastic constitutive models and produce
persuasive effects. However, the theoretical equivalence of peridynamics com-
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pared to continuum mechanics remains unclear [34]. A lot of mature theories and
experiments in continuum mechanics have not been adopted for peridynamics in
computer graphics. This motivates us to define the integral-based constitutive
model equipped with the peridynamics structure within the MPM framework
for simulating versatile elastoplastic materials.

3

Method

The governing equation of MPM arises from basic conservation of mass and momentum [27]. Weak formulation is obtained by multiplying the balance of momentum and integrating the governing equation over initial volume, we therefore
propose an integral force density function F s (xp ) to replace spatial derivatives
of displacement and redefine the weak formulation as:
Z

Z
ρap δup dΩ +

Ω

Ω

ρF s (xp )δup dΩ =

Z

Z
ρδup τp dΓ

ρbp δup dΩ +
Ω

(1)

Γτ

where Ω denotes the integrating region in the current configuration, ρ is density,
ap is the acceleration of particle p, δup is the virtual displacement (infinitesimal
feasible changes where constraints remain satisfied). bp is the body force, for
example, gravity. τp is the surface traction on part of the boundary Γτ .
This paper adopts the grid-particle transfer procedure of the MPM, however, with different way of collecting the deformation of particles. In our MPM
framework, the material domain at tn is discretised with particles at xnp . Each
particle has volume V , mass mp , velocity vpn , and other physical quantities, such
as deformation matrix Fp , Lamé parameters µp and λp , plastic yield parameters ψp . In each time step, a new grid is generated. Grid node I is used to
store nodal parameters, such as position xI , mass mI , velocity vI , force fI . Our
framework adopts dyadic products of one-dimensional cubic B-splines as a basic
weight function in [27] during the particle-grid transfer process. Here we outline
the full update procedure:
1)Particle-to-grid transfer Transfer material point mass mp and momentum (mv)p to the grid nodes as mI and (mv)I .
2)Compute internal forces The internal force of grid node
P I is calculated
based on the stress tensor of each point, presented as fIIN T = N p mp NI (xp )F s (xp )V .
This equation is derived from our integral-based energy density function. The
detailed description of the update rule for F s (xp ) is given in Section 4.
3)Update Grid Momentum Nodal velocities at the timestep n + 1 are
updated by vbIn+1 = vIn + 4tfI /mnI for explicit time integration. fI is the total
force.
4)Grid-based body collisions Grid velocity vIn+1 is updated by the collision field and friction parameter from [27].
5)Grid-to-particle transfer Transfers updated nodal velocity vIn+1 and
n+1
momentum (mv)I
to particles.
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6)Particle collisions Modify vpn+1 by collision field on particle level to obtain detailed deformation behaviors, especially on the boundary.
7)Fracture Based on the current particle distribution and the deformation
status of the grid cell, we remove the virtual bond that intersects with the
fracture plane. The fracture model is discussed in Section 6.

4

Elastoplastic Models

In contrast to the partial differential equations used in the classical formulations,
here we describe the internal force density function using an integral formulation
of pairwise bond forces, inspired by Silling’s constitutive model [24]:
Z
0
0
s
F (xp ) =
[T < xp , xp > −T < xp , xp >]/ρdHxp
(2)
Hxp
0

xp is the neighbor point of point xp . Our work is motivated by the peridynamics
theory in which a virtual bond is built between each family point pair. It is
0
called as truss structure: each neighbor material point xp of material point
xp are referred to as its family members Hxp . xp has interaction with all its
family members at same time. Each interaction is operated by a virtual bond.
0
0
T < xp , xp > represents the interaction force between xp and xp . The F s (xp )
collects the particle deformation in an integral way, avoiding the use of using the
δux
spatial derivatives of displacements δxpp .
4.1

Elastic Model

When the elasticity is the only consideration, the energy density function is
defined in [26] as:
λ
E s = µkFe − Re k2 + (Je − 1)2
(3)
2
where Fe is the deformation gradient tensor, Re is the rotation matrix and
Je = det(Fe ). In view of different contributions to topological changes, the energy density function can be decomposed into two parts : µkFe − Re k2 as deviatoric part and λ2 (Je − 1)2 as isotropic part. However, Fe is based on the spatial
derivatives of displacement which leads to the inability of the constitutive model
to compute singularity issues, such as discontinuities. We can adopt the concept of integral deformation matrix Fp in [7] to describe the local deformation
which has a similar meaning to Fe but is represented by the integration of displacement states and peridynamics truss structure. When the initial bond state
0
0
and deformed bond between material point xp and xp are X = xp − xp and
0
Y = yp − yp , the deformation matrix Fp shown in Equation 4 represents the
average deformation status of point xp . Hxp represents all family members. w(Y )
is the linear weight function. ⊗ is the dyadic product operator defined by Silling
[20]. Thus an average deformed bond is calculated as Y = Fi X.
X
X
Fp = [
w(Y )Y ⊗ X][
w(Y ) ⊗ X]−1
(4)
Hxp

Hxp
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With these concepts, Equation 3 is reformulated as the combination of the
deviatoric and isotropic components :
Es =

X
Hxp

w(Y )(µE dev +

λ iso
E )
2

(5)

|Y |
E dev = ( |X|
− 1)2 describes deformed energy similar to a mass spring system but removes the influence from differing bond lengths in order to simulate
material with the same stiffness. It involves the weighed deformed bond length.
|Y |
Similarly, E iso = ( |X|
− 1)2 represents single bond deformation energy.
0

Then the elastic force density function T < xp , xp > for the material point
0
∂ψ
, as:
pair of xp and xp is obtained through ∂y
p
0

T < xp , xp >=

λw
2µw
(Y − |X|dirY ) +
(Y − |X|dirY )
2
|X|
|X|2

(6)

2µw
where |X|
2 (|Y | − |X|)dirY involves the deformed bonds in the whole neighbor,
λw
similar to sheer stress effects. |X|
2 (|Y | − |X|)dirY is equalled to the spring force
0

between by xp and xp . The direction follows the current deformed bond. Using
Equation 2 and Equation 6, the internal force of grid node I for updating nodal
momentum is:
X
X
0
0
fIIN T =
mp NI (xp )[
w(Y )(T < xp , xp > −T < xp , xp >)V ]
(7)
Hxp

Compared to many existing MPM methods, our method avoids the singular
value decomposition (SVD) which is used to extract the elastic deformation
gradient. We only involve the current virtual bond state Y for processing nodal
internal forces, so the local step is fast. The standard SVD implementations can
have a dramatic impact on performance [3]. Thus although it is not essential
for performance to avoid the SVD, it is preferable not to implement the SVD.
Also, as with our model, the advantages of avoiding SVD are obvious: we obtain
a better stability for simulation with large time steps as in [7]; and reduce the
complexity of the plasticity definition in the MPM framework.
4.2

Plastic Model

Many methods [27][35] take out part of the elastic deformation gradient tensor
that exceeds the yield function and push it into the plastic deformation gradient
calculation. Thanks to the construction of virtual bonds, the plasticity can be
regarded as part of the bond’s elastic extension and extracted within the yield
criterion simply.
The plastic model is purely from deviatoric plastic flow theory [4]. Firstly,
we reformulate our elastic model in Equation 6 in order to adapt it for modeling
plasticity. |Y | − |X| and |Y | − |X| are average and single bond extension. When
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the deformation is smooth enough under small neighbor horizon, we predict
|Y | − |X| ≈ |Y | − |X|. Then we have:
0

T < xp , xp >=

λw
2µw
(|Y | − |X|)dirY +
(|Y | − |X|)dirY
|X|2
|X|2

(8)

Based on the plastic flow theory, the unified displacement is decomposed
into isotropic and deviatoric parts, e = (|Y | − |X|)/|X| = eiso + edev . Plastic
deformation ep is extracted from edev . Incorporate the plastic extension ep into
Equation 8:
0

T < xp , xp >=

2µw iso
λw iso
(e + edev − ep )dirY +
(e + edev − ep )dirY
|X|
|X|

(9)

The bond concept helps divide the deformation into elasticity and plasticity
with the yield function as f (Edev ):
Edev = (

λw dev
(Edev )2
2µw
+
)(e − ep ), f (Edev ) =
− ψp
|X|
|X|
2

(10)

where ψp is a controllable plastic material parameter. We use f (Edev ) to decide
if the current configuration enters the plastic regime. If f (Edev ) < 0, the deformation is still within the elastic domain. If f (Edev ) > 0, part of deformation
occurred as plasticity. We project the deformation back to the yield surface and
add a plastic increment ∆ep to ep permanently as Equation 11.
∆ep =

p
|X|
[Edev − 2ψp sign(Edev )]
(λ)

(11)

This model is still valid for elastic when ep varnishes in above equations.
With the appropriate plastic material parameter, the plastic model can be a
user-controllable constitutive model for simulating elasticity and elastoplasticity
simultaneously under the MPM framework.

5

Linear Viscoelastic Models

Viscoelastic materials behave with elastic resistance to deformation similarly to
elastic objects, while undergoing large strains and complex non-Newtonian fluid
characteristics. Here the Eulerian background grid in MPM is still suitable for
implicit integration, while the particle dynamics is represented by the modulus
state which is arising from the linearized peridynamics theory by Silling [21].
Through superposing the small deformation on an existing large deformation in
the configuration of last step, the internal force density function takes the small
incremental bond extension to update the response of viscoelastic material step
by step. In Silling’s linearized peridynamics theory [21], to calculate the internal
force density function at the next step, the deformed bond state at current step
is regarded as the reference configuration. With this prerequisite, the elastic
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force density in Equation 6 needs to involve the information of the reference
configuration.
Let u be the small displacement field superposed on the current deformation
0
field. Linearizing the function T < xp , xp > near current deformation field leads
to :
0
0
T < xp , xp >= T 0 < xp , xp > +K < xp > ·U < xp >
(12)
0

where T 0 < xp , xp P> is the deformed bond force density at the previous
time step, U < xp >= Hxp w(Y )(Y − X) is the average displacement near the
0

point xp . K < xp >= ∇T (xp , xp ), is called the modulus state. It is the F réchet
0
derivative of the force density function with respect to the bond Y which is
00
0
between xp and one of its family particles xp . Y may not be the same bond as
current bond Y . K replaces the stress strain in the previous sections to represent
the deformation of material particles in linearized constitutive models. Detailed
explanation can be found in Silling’s work [21] [22].
Note the linearized equation, thus the internal force density function F s is
rewritten as :
Z Z
0
F s (xp ) =
[T 0 < xp , xp > +K < xp > ·U < xp >)−
Ω Ω
(13)
0
0
0
0
(T < xp , xp > +K < xp > ·U < xp >)]/ρdHxp
Based on the assumption of the equilibrated deformation asR in [21], the reference
0
configuration is assumed as equilibrated which indicates Hx (T 0 < xp , xp >
p

0

−T 0 < xp , xp , >)]/ρdHxp + b(xp ) = 0.
The energy density function therefore is arranged leading to:
Z
Z
0
00
00
[K[xp ] < xp − xp , xp − xp > (u(xp ) − u(xp ))]/ρdHxp dHxp
F s (xp ) =
Hxp

Hxp

Z

Z

0

−
Hxp

Hx

0

0

0

[K[xp ] < xp − xp , xq − xp > (u(xq ) − u(xp ))]/ρdHxp 0 dHxp
p

0

(14)
0

00

where xp and xp are family particles of the point xp , xq is the family
0
particle of the point xp . This function not only involves the family particles
0
of point xp , but also the family particles xq of point xp . Thus the zone being
influenced is fundamentally double than the horizon defined before. Fig 1 shows
the indirect interaction between xp and xq .
This linearization of the internal force density function is operated in the
sense of a limit, under suitable restrictions on the smoothness of the deformation, motivated by Silling’s work [21]. Through the linearization, the governing
equation requires the current displacement and the modulus state, which are
irrelevant to the original object shape, leading to structureless material effects.
Therefore, the linear theory is naturally appropriate for colloidal materials, such
as foam, cream and sponge because it is able to keep the response of elastic
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Fig. 1: Point xp interacts with xq even though they are outside each other’s horizon
0
because they are both within the horizon of intermediate points such as xp

material properties by utilizing the truss particle structures and to investigate
the large topological changes experienced by processing the small incremental
deformation based on the current large deformation field. Also, similar to classic
peridynamics theory, the linear theory doesn’t involve the deformation gradient,
in other words, the crack propagation can be defined spontaneously by bond
deactivation.
The viscoelastic model defined in [21] and [24] achieves the viscous elastic
effects. It combines the strain energy density of the integral fluid constitutive
models with the one energy density component which involves the deviatoric
part of the deformation state (in the term e − ϑ3 ). Then energy density function
is defined as:
Es =

λϑ2
µX
ϑ
+
w(|Y |)(e − )2 V
2
2
3

(15)

H

ϑ=

3 X
w(|Y |)|Y |eV
M

(16)

H

M=

X

w(|Y |)|Y |2 V

(17)

H

e is the extension of the bond, as defined in last section. ϑ represents the
dilatation part of the bond extension. Thus the deviatoric part means the bond
extension subtracts an isotropic expansion of the family particles. It includes
not only shear, but also any deformation from the family particles other than
0
isotropic expansion. Then the viscoelastic force density function T < xp , xp > is
written as:
0

T < xp , xp >= (

3λ µ
− )w(|Y |)|Y |ϑM + µw(|Y |)edirY
M
3

(18)
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00

Here we define two bonds, Y1 = xp −xp and Y2 = xp −xp which are incorporated
in the modulus state K. Thus K is written as:
0

00

K < xp − xp , xp − xp >= (

µ
9λ
− )w(|Y1 |)w(|Y2 |)Y1 ⊗ Y2 + γ(Y1 )∆(Y2 − Y1 )
2
M
M
(19)

γ(Y ) = λw(|Y |)(dirY ⊗ dirY )

(20)

∆ denotes the Dirac delta function in the simulation field. With the modulus
state and current deformation field, the force density function is obtained.

6

Fracture

Crack simulation is a bottleneck of the MPM [14]. To processing the discontinuities at the interfaces, special treatments for creating cracks and partitioning
fracture fragments into multigrid and multiple velocity fields are approaches [8].
When an excessive number of cracking interfaces are involved, the computation
of multiple grid transferring can be very expensive. Additionally, the strategy
to duplicate a grid is limited because during simulation small fragments are numerous and randomly generated so it is hard to duplicate a grid for each crack
interface.
The dynamics with discontinuities is straightforward to compute in our MPM
framework. If we simply remove over-deformed bonds like [4], it leads to numerous small fragments in the deformed area rather than several crack lines after
collision happens. We now propose generating a crack cut by the fracture plane
based on analyses of single point and global deformation status in the gird cell.
Firstly, we define the fracture criterion by removing the plastic displacement
as:
e − ep
l=
(21)
|X|(1 + pinactive )
where pinactive is the percentage of broken bonds in total bonds in one grid cell
where the material point stays.
After screening the material points whose l exceeds the threshold, we use
cluster method to sort these points into several deformed areas based on position and normal. For each area, we calculate the central point and the largest
deformed bond. The next step is to use the central point position and the bond
direction as normal to construct the fracture plane for each area. Any bond intersected by the fracture plane will be removed. That is how crack line occurs.
With pinactive , this method can effectively reduce the number of small fracture
pieces. Because if one grid has too many broken bonds, the active bonds in this
grid cell are less likely to be removed.
In the MPM, grid cell size decides the resolution of whole simulation. This
also works for crack dynamics. In experiments, we transfer particle velocity to
three grid cells (illustrated in Fig.2) in any direction to get stable, smooth results.
When two sides of crack line are within this range, they will share additional
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Fig. 2: For MPM transfer process, the information of one particle is transferred to
neighbor 9 cell in 2D dimension.

fragment information through transfer. Therefore the using of one grid leads to
”fractures sticking to each other” effects. We alleviate this problem by applying
two-time integration methods: material points on the crack surface are updated
by its own bond forces; other material points which don’t have any broken bonds
(in the fragmented inner parts) are updated by grids as normal. Thus we avoid
the mixing of altered crack fragments.

7

Result and Discussion

Fig. 3: The moving cloth with different material parameters show differing bending
stiffness. From left to right: µ = 2 × 104 , µ = 1.5 × 105 , µ = 1 × 106 .

We implemented the proposed methods and tested examples in this section.
All examples are produced in Houdini software, including the material point
discretization, dynamics processing, vorinoi fracture generation and rendering of
the simulation. The Houdini Development Kit (HDK) tool is utilized to create
customized dynamic nodes for the constitutive models.
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Fig. 4: Throwing a ball against elastic and plastic boards shows visibly different results.
In the first row, the elastic board can recover to the initial shape after the collision.
The second row shows that plastic board keeps the deformed topology.

Fig. 5: The collision between two identical rabbits with different materials. This example demonstrates the different deformation of elastic rabbits (in the first row) and
plastic rabbits (in the second row). Collision happens in (a) and (c). The elastic rabbits
are able to recover as in (b). The plastic rabbits deformed afterwards in (d).
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Fig. 6: Simulation of a plastic wall when
collided by a sphere.

Fig. 7: Stretch beams with different material parameters. From left to right,
bending stiffness µ are: 0, 50, 500.

Implementation. In this paper, three different modeling geometry types
are used.
Mesh based geometry: With the given input surface, we construct mesh as
the surface and initialize several layers of particles underneath the surface.
Particle based geometry: For specific examples, such as the viscous elastic
material, we represent the initial object shape with the unstructured particle,
due to its simplicity.

Fig. 8: Linear peridynamics theory is used for modeling viscoelastic fluids, such as
honey.

Voronoi cell geometry: Houdini designs the voronoi cell particularly for fracture or cracks scenes. Each voronoi cell is a random polygon and its center point
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Fig. 9: A pie of whipped cream is thrown to the wall to show the effects of viscoelasticity.

is used as the material points. The bond represents the connection between
neighboring voronoi cells.
Table 1 lists the modeling types, parameter settings and the performance
data for all the examples presented in the paper. Ghost particles are added out
of the object surface to guarantee that each material point has similar family
density in the initial steps.
Model validation. We use several examples with different material properties to evaluate our method. Fig. 3 shows the examples of garment anchored by
clothes pegs. With varied bending and stiffness parameters µ, the experiments
present the realistic and fine wrinkles. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of elastic
board and plastic board collided by a ball. Our model can create correct behaviors. With complex topology objects, this method still works as in Fig. 5. Fig. 6
shows the simulation of ductile plastic fracture. Fig. 7 demonstrates the stretching beams deformation with different material stiffness. Fig. 8 shows that honey
flows from a glass bottle and drops on the floor. Linear peridynamics model is
able to represent the viscoelastic fluids situation. Fig. 9 shows that when whipped
cream is thrown to the wall, it flows like dense fluid, whilst slightly retaining the
original shape.
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Table 1: modeling information for all examples

8

Conclusion

We present the integral-based Material Point Method using peridynamics particle structure. This method integrates the deformation displacement of particles to compute the internal forces for grid nodes, which avoids the instability
and complex implementation issues existing in the current MPM. This paper
demonstrates various elastic deformation and plastic deformation scenarios. The
linearized peridynamics theory is introduced in the paper to simulate general
materials. Fracture can be modeled robustly without any singularity issues. Additionally, our method presents a novel integral-based view for multi-scale multimaterial modeling and fractures modeling, which has potential to inspire future
research in the field.
Limitations and Future work. This paper presents numerous examples
with elastic and plastic material. However, there is still much work to be achieved.
Firstly, we represent fracture with Houdini voronoi structure which is represented
by polygon with random number of vertexes. It is unable to generate the arbitrary fracture shape. The resolution is limited to the number and size of voronoi
cells. Incorporating tetrahedron structure for a embedded geometry modeling
is the future option for cooking detailed cracking interfaces. Secondly, the linearized peridynamics exhibits potential to simulate multi-scale materials using
the similar viscoelastic models, such foam which is the combination of bubble
and solids. We will explore more applications in future. Finally, we use explicit
integration for its straightforwardness in HDK. It requires very small substeps
for dealing with huge displacement. Additionally, the current study implements
projective dynamics implicit integration method for fast simulation. It can obtain stable and robust results under large substeps. Our future work will focus on
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addressing above limitations and obtaining versatile and realistic elastoplastic
performance.
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